MODERN ENTERPRISE
APP DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

WHY MENDIX
Mendix has 15+ years of helping organizations like yours successfully and fundamentally change the way they build applications to overcome the challenges of delivering digital solutions. Our expertise, experience, and platform help you drive that change.

76% of CIOs report increased demand for new digital products and services. Almost 1/3 of software projects are delayed by 6 months.

DIGITAL SOLUTION DIFFICULTIES
Developer shortages + Disparate tools, data & development teams + Miscommunication between business & IT

THE ENTERPRISE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM
With Mendix’s combination of platform capabilities and digital transformation expertise, you can transform software development from an isolated discipline to a collaborative, organization-wide practice of delivering value, faster. By abstracting and automating crucial aspects of the software development lifecycle, use Mendix to empower more people to participate in the delivery of value-driving software.

FEATURES + BENEFITS

Reduce Debt
Future-proof your technological landscape with Mendix’s containerized architecture and multi-cloud deployment options.

Go Faster
Accelerate development with Mendix’s common visual language, vast marketplace of pre-built integrations and capabilities, and the automation of tedious SDLC activities.

Build Better
Built-in enterprise collaboration tools enable business and IT to continuously communicate throughout the dev lifecycle.

Scale Up
Leverage Mendix’s years of digital transformation expertise to scale up your development practice, and build resilient cloud-native apps that work for 5 users or 500,000.

Gain Control
Mendix provides enterprise-wide governance tools and development guardrails for developers of different skillsets.

MENDIX ROI

NC STATE UNIVERSITY

DEVELOPMENT SAVINGS
Traditional dev: 5 years, $8M; Built with Mendix: 6 months, 6 figures

MAMMOET

OP. EFFICIENCY SAVINGS
~£3M in savings across 3 applications

SUEZ

CX ENHANCEMENT
£500k in net-new revenue in 3 months after pricing tool launch

Contact us
WWW.MENDIX.COM

CHECK OUT
The Digital Execution Manual
A ROADMAP TO ACHIEVE DIGITAL AMBITIONS